Auto-Clay
Superior Gloss Protection System

How to use Auto-clay

Customer Comments:

Before using Auto-clay thoroughly wash your car with Auto-Wash
by Bil Hamber to remove any loose dirt. Direct sunlight should not
fall on your car’s surface, and it’s best if the work area is relatively
cool, but not cold.
To use the clay bar spray water with a plant mister on a small area of your car and rub the bar back and forth with light pressure.
Auto-clay should glide across your paint keep the paint surface
wetted thoroughly. Auto-clay must not be used dry. Listen carefully - at first you will hear the bar as it pulls the particles away from
the paint, the noise and friction will disappear quickly.

"...looks more like a large square of plasticine but it
makes an excellent job of removing surface debris, without resorting to harsh abrasives that actually eat into the
paintwork.
Auto-clay is the first one we’ve tried that can be used
with water. Most need a special lubricant. We were
surprised to find it more effective than the others too, as
it looks and fells almost identical."
Car Mechanics, July 2005

After a few passes with the Clay bar, rub your fingers over the
area to feel if the surface contamination was removed. Keep rubbing until all contamination is gone. Finally, wipe the clay residue
off with a soft terrycloth towel. Just like waxing, work in small areas.
What you will see coming off of the car and depositing itself on the
clay bar is a reddish brownish residue, this is what you want to
see. As the clay bar becomes soiled, simply fold it over squash it
out and keep going. Under no circumstances should the clay bar
be used if dropped on the ground, inside or out! The clay bar is
good for about 4 or 5 cleans on the average sized car. Once the
paint is clean, wax your car immediately.
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